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Initial aperture plane amplitude measurements

EM simulated model 
(expected):
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EM simuated model 
(expected):

Best measurement 
in 24 hour sequence:

Worst measurement 
in 24 hour sequence:

Difference in measurements 
highlighting thermal effects:

Initial aperture plane phase measurements

Concerning phase 
error feature



In some cases as depicted 
here, the phase efficiency is 
below specification (91%) 
even though the feed is well 
positioned at the focus.

24 hour graphs



Photogrammetry

Main reflector shapes are good

Subreflectors typically installed based 
on measurements of rim markers only

Point cloud data shows distortion in 
subreflectors

A significant subreflector roll angle is 
measured (typically +/- 0.5 to 2.4 
degrees)

Extra distortion occur when mounting 
points are under stress, which also 
affects best-fit roll angle.

subreflector 
roll

 no tension
 with tension



Absolute error:
The ‘as is’ situation

Best fit shape and collimation:
Could be like this if subreflector is 
reshaped and repositioned.

Best fit collimation:
Could be like this if subreflector is 
repositioned, but not reshaped.

Photogrammetry 
m022 subreflector surface errors, 8 July 2016

Small scale features due 
to targets with air bubbles.



Photogrammetry 
subreflector ellipsoid fitted to point cloud data

for m022 after various adjustments

8 July before 13 August after 13 August on 23 August design value

centroid x [mm] 0.54 0.39 0.23 3.08 0

centroid y [mm] -503.69 -502.53 -501.30 -507.07 -507.59

centroid z [mm] 4982.92 4981.69 4971.54 4987.06 4986.92

centroid x” [mm] 0.54 0.39 0.24 3.09 0

centroid y” [mm] 0.05 0.08 6.29 -0.34 0

centroid z” [mm] 5.59 7.28 15.38 0.27 0

roll angle [deg] -1.08 -0.75 0.05 -2.45 0

tilt angle [deg] 0.18 0.16 -0.06 0.23 0

shape x [mm] 2338.71 2341.79 2333.51 2333.69 2334.92

shape y [mm] 2439.30 2438.78 2440.62 2440.76 2441.06

shape z [mm] 2338.71 2341.79 2333.51 2333.69 2334.92

rms (achievable with collimation & shape fix) [mm] 1.91 1.36 14.22 2.23 0

focal distance [mm] 1386.48 1361.89 1430.17 1430.00 1423.94



Holography: aperture plane pathlength difference 
resulting from small geometric errors

can be determined by ray tracing
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Aperture plane pathlength difference [mm]
due to subreflector roll

for error angles>1 degrees, the map changes noticeably, and does not merely scale



Measuring roll angle from aperture phase

Fitting a linear combination of models to aperture plane measurement allows one 
to estimate, for example the subreflector roll angle:

m022 2.3 degree roll m022 -0.5 degree roll





measured 0.4 degree roll angle



24 hour graphs



Summary

For some antennas poor aperture efficiencies are measured, despite moving the 
feed into best focus position.

Photogrammetry suggests the main reflector is generally well shaped and 
positioned.

Close inspection of photogrammetry results for subreflector reveals shape errors. 
These are attended to by installing extra support struts, at contractor’s expense.

The effect of geometric errors on aperture plane phase can be modeled.

The effect of geometric errors on aperture phase efficiency can be predicted.

Geometric errors can also be estimated from measured aperture phase, although 
some errors are not easily separable.



Conclusions

Significant roll angles are introduced through shape distortions rather than actual 
rotations.

A subreflector roll has a significant effect on phase efficiency, and is the cause of 
the dominant features noted in some aperture phase maps.

It seems that the use of rim markers alone for alignment is currently not good 
enough to ensure the subreflector is well shaped and orientated.

The subreflector shape errors can be corrected by installing support struts, and 
improve the aperture phase efficiency, in some cases from 75% to 95%.


